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Quote from a successful project manager 

working in an uncertain context (ASML)

“I only make detailed project plans for the short term

Because I don’t know yet what will happen on the long term”

“Long term is anything that happens 48 hours from now”

3 cowboys

Developing machines that cost over 100 

million euro without detailed plans?

What’s going on?



Unk-Unks in Project Management

Known knowns

«There are things we

know we know»

We know what to 

do, we know how 

and we know when

Known Unknowns

«There are things we know

we don’t know»

We know what we don’t 

know, we recognize the 

problem 

(e.g. we know what to do, 

but we don’t know how 

much time it will take)

Unknown Unknowns

«There are things we don’t

know we don’t know»

We don’t know what we 

don’t know, we don’t 

recognize the problem 

(e.g. we don’t even know 

what to do, let alone how 

long it will take us)

↑
Possible outcomes of the project

↓
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Known knowns

WBS

Gantt charts

CPM

Network planning

Known Unknowns

WBS

Gantt charts

PERT-CPM 

Network planning

Unknown Unknowns

?

?

?

Project planning and unknown unknowns

In lack of anything better, 

tools designed for 

“predictable” projects are 

forced on projects with high 

levels of uncertainty 
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↑
Possible outcomes of the project

↓



What do we usually do in traffic when 

things get complex and unpredictable?
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Unintended consequences of too many 

rules, demarcations, and signs

• reduced thinking & creativity

• a-social behavior (non-communication)

• mistakes due to mixed signals or overload of signals
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Self-fulfilling prophecy: 

If you treat people like 

idiots, they will tend to 

fulfill your expectations



(Un-)Intended effects of street regulations

• Intended effect: reduction of accidents caused by an 

increase of motorized traffic

• Unintended effects: 
• regulations do not stimulate non-motorized traffic (the streets are not a 

pleasant place to be) 

• This increases motorized traffic even further

• and consequently, increasing the perceived need for even more 

regulations

Vicious Cycle

Decision trap: 

it seems to be good at first, 

but backfires later



From urban planning to project planning,

too many rules, demarcations, and signs

lead to:

• reduced thinking & creativity

• a-social behavior (non-communication)

• mistakes due to mixed signals or overload of signals
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Drawing the analogy

• Motorized traffic 

• Non-motorized traffic 

(pedestrians, cyclists) 

• Accidents 

• exploitation projects = using existing 

knowledge

• exploration projects = developing new 

knowledge

• “success trap in product development” = 

ever-increasing efforts devoted to 

exploitation projects, neglecting exploration
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Self-reinforcing process

• PM tools we have favor projects with predictable outcomes  exploitation

• Because these projects are successful, they get more funding, more 

resources, more attention

• Sometimes these projects even get their own departments or business 

units (segregation/demarcation)

• This works well on the short term, but organizations need new ideas, new 

knowledge to survive on the long term as well  success trap

• Therefore it is called a “trap”, because it discourages exploration
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Vicious Cycle



Can we prevent this trap (accident)?
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Shared space

• Dutch traffic engineer Hans Monderman introduced this concept in 1982

• His aim was to reduce accidents and congestion and to increase the 

flow of traffic 

• Shared space promotes a sense of vigilance and responsibility by 

reducing demarcations and physical distinction between the streets and 

pedestrian areas 

• In the absence of rules, and the predictability and certainty that traffic 

demarcations used to provide, street users need to rely on other signals

• Communication and eye contact become the norm, while the average 

speed of traffic is reduced
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Counterintuitive effects of removing street

regulations

• Instead of focusing on preventing accidents

• Focus shifts to encouraging non-motorized traffic and reduction

of speed of motorized traffic

• Less accidents

• Slower average speed, but more throughput

• Increase of non-motorized traffic
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Virtuous Cycle



How to prevent “accidents” in project 

organizations?

• “Accident”: investing too much in exploitation projects and killing 

exploration projects because they don’t fit the existing tools and 

reporting rules

• More structure? More rules? More demarcations between 

people?

• Or less/no structure? (like the shared space in traffic)
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How to break down the learning silos?

We need structures or tools that boost creativity, flexibility, 

communication, knowledge sharing, learning, room for trial and 

error, room to make mistakes

Enablers for sharing space in projects:

• within the project

• within the organization

• within the project network (multiple organizations)
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A clash of approaches?

Sequential Design, structured Stage-Gate approach (Cooper 2008)

Concurrent Design, less structure, overlapping of phases

Basic Design
Detailed 

Design
Tooling

Proto 

Production

Basic Design

Detailed Design

Tooling
early start of next 

phase based on 

preliminary information 

from previous phase Proto Production

Risk of iterations, 

more costs

feedback from detailed 

design  to basic design

feedback from tooling 

to detailed design

feedback from 

proto to 

tooling

Faster learning, 

earlier finish

Akkermans, H., Oorschot, K.E. van, 2016. Pilot error? Managerial decision biases as 

explanation for disruptions in aircraft development. Project Management Journal, 47(2): 79-102.

Sharing space in projects



More and different milestones
• Milestones are commonly used to plan meetings, arrangements, 

celebrations, etc. 

• So, milestones help communication between project stakeholders

• Often, milestones are event-oriented, for example:
• Milestone 2 is reached when the design is finished

• Milestone 4 is reached when the foundation for the new building is ready

• But, in projects with high levels of uncertainty, how do you know which 

event can or will happen? And when? 

• Time-oriented milestones are better: 
• Milestone 2 is on January 20

• Regardless of what has been done or what is finished, the team will have the opportunity 

to meet on that day and everyone knows that this is going to happen (Gersick, 1994) 

Sharing space in projects
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Agile development

• An agile method focuses on adapting to change through highly iterative 

development and test cycles (Conboy, 2009; Dingsøyr, Dyba, & Moe, 2010)

• Product requirements are discussed and prioritized with customers and 

placed in the backlog for the next iterative cycle (Dingsøyr, Dyba, & Moe, 2010; 

Fowler & Highsmith, 2001)

• Note that this agile method also has time-oriented milestones: the team 

knows beforehand that it will meet with the customer after every 

cycle/iteration, but the team doesn’t know yet what will be delivered in 

each cycle

Sharing space in projects
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Sharing space in organizations

• Co-location (if full-time co-location is impossible, part-time co-

location is still better than separation)

• Aligning executives and board members: sharing a long-term 

vision instead of short-term focus on profits

• Big picture thinking: goal alignment between departments, 

remove conflicting goals

Sharing space in organizations
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• Walrave, B., Oorschot, K.E. van, Romme, A.G.L. 2011. Getting trapped in the suppression of exploration: A simulation 

model. Journal of Management Studies, 48(8): 1727-1751

• Oorschot, K.E. van, Sengupta, K., Akkermans, H., Wassenhove, L. van. 2010. Get Fat Fast: Surviving Stage-Gate in NPD.

Journal of Product Innovation Management, 27(6): 828-839.



Sharing space in project networks

Get rid of knowledge protection rules and regulations

• knowledge hiding/protection will reduce trust between the collaborating 

organizations, which reduces creativity of these organizations (Černe, Nerstad, Dysvik, & 

Škerlavaj, 2014):

Sharing space in networks

Reciprocal Distrust Loop 

Illustrating the Knowledge 

Hiding-Creativity Relationship

• Oorschot, K.E. van, Solli-Sæther, H., Karlsen, J.T. 2018. The knowledge protection paradox: Imitation and innovation through 

knowledge sharing in global supply chains. International Journal of Technology Management, 78(4): 310-342.



Back to ASML (the company with cowboys)

• Boosting creativity by always aiming as high as 

possible (but keeping some slack by not telling 

the customer exactly how high you aim)

• Sharing space by having a fixed pool of 

engineers for each project (no knowledge 

leakage, no waste of time)

• Always protecting engineers, also in downturns 

(no knowledge leakage)

• Local sourcing (short lines of communication)

Sharing space in projects

Sharing space in organizations

Sharing space in networks
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Without rules?
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• If you look closely, there are traffic “rules” in India

• Use horn

• Eye contact

• Give and take

• Drive slowly, but keep moving

• Communication

• Learning

• Iteration

• Progress

These rules do not limit our ability to think.

Instead, they enable us to see through the complexity, 

to deal quickly with unexpected events

Different rules
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Known knowns

WBS

Gantt charts

CPM

Network planning

Known Unknowns

WBS

Gantt charts

PERT-CPM 

Network planning

Unknown Unknowns

Break-down of silo’s

Multiple iterations

Trial and error 

Time-oriented milestones 

Flexibility

Communication

Knowledge sharing

↑
Possible outcomes of the project

↓

Project planning and unknown unknowns



Conclusions

• The best project plan may be no plan at all, or at least a less detailed 

plan

• The concept of shared space in traffic has shown that removing street 

regulations leads to a different kinds of “rules”: more eye contact 

between motorized and non-motorized traffic, and as a result: more 

safety and an increased flow of traffic

• Let this example be an inspiration for project organizations!
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Go your own road – Erik Johansson

Thank you for your attention!

http://erikjohanssonphoto.com/work/go-road/

